“Only Cartier, only a magician, can
send you into the clouds” –Mathilde Laurent
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How Cartier Parfums sought

magic in the clouds
The Moodie Davitt Report Associate Editor Clare Austin reports from Paris, where
last week she experienced a remarkable olfactory event designed by Cartier in-house
Perfumer Mathilde Laurent: The Perfumed Cloud.

O

ver the weekend a cloud appeared
in front of the Palais de Tokyo in
Paris. Like all clouds it was transitory,
fleeting, ephemeral. And now it has
vanished.
This was no ordinary cloud, however.
Conjured up by the vivid imagination
of Mathilde Laurent, Cartier Parfums’
in-house Perfumer, this cloud came
in its own glass cube. Described as
an ‘Unidentified Scented Object’ or
‘OSNI’, the fixture magically captured
a perfumed cloud – holding it,
suspended, in the middle of the cube.
The temporary nature of the
installation was an integral element
of its conception.
Visitors were invited to enter the box
and ascend a spiral staircase through
the cloud to experience a sensorial
immersion. There was no charge, and
children were also encouraged to
take part.

Laurent wants to free perfume from
its “condition as a product”. To help
people rediscover the power of their
olfactory sense. This is a woman who
creates fragrance in order to deliver

Photo: Quyen Mike @Cartier

The reason for the event? Not what
you might expect. There was no new
fragrance to promote, no big new
marketing campaign. This was no PR
happening, but the whimsical dream
of olfactory artist Laurent, given free
rein by Cartier.

I’ve looked at clouds from both sides now
From up and down and still somehow
It’s clouds’ illusions I recall
I really don’t know clouds at all
–Joni Mitchell, Both Sides Now
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Le Nuage Parfumé:
The Perfumed Cloud

This is magic of a kind, but with a firm
grounding in science. Aptly, given her
role as the conjurer, Laurent studied
sciences for five years at university. To
bring her vision to life, she and Cartier
worked with Transsolar, a German
climate engineering company which
specialises in the “architecture of the
immaterial”. Transsolar’s bioclimate
engineers use climate and energy as
materials (or immaterials) to create
innovative concepts for a range of
architecture and art projects. Its
portfolio, always focused on positive
environmental impact, includes the
design of energy-efficient buildings,
from schools to airports, and net zero
energy buildings.
The challenge set by Laurent: To
create a cloud, suspend it within a
transparent structure, and infuse it
with fragrance. To do this Transsolar
filled the lower half of the glass cube
with cold air, the top half with hot air.
The cloud was placed between the two
with the fragrance diffused within the
upper layer. The stratification of the air
stops the two layers and the cloud
from combining, keeping the latter
suspended in position and confining
the fragrance to the upper layer.
The fragrance used in the installation
YCUǡ.Ũ'PXQNFG%CTVKGTETGCVGFD[
Laurent and launched last year as
Cartier’s first masculine fragrance in
eight years.
In a time of political turmoil, bad news,
fake news, extreme weather and the
threat (for some, the reality) of war,
The Perfumed Cloud seems pertinent.
What better time to engage with our
senses, to appreciate beauty and
poetry and art?
It is savvy of Cartier to recognise that
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Laurent’s talent for creating fragrance
should not be constrained in a
conveyor belt production line, churning
out fragrance after fragrance
according to the latest marketing brief.
Rather, given the freedom to explore
the art of fragrance in whatever way
her heart leads her, the result will be
fragrances that are more unexpected,
exciting and covetable.
For Cartier, giving space to artistic
freedom is setting the house apart in a
way that also happens to make hardheaded business sense.
%NCTG#WUVKPǡURQMGVQ/CVJKNFG.CWTGPV
about this unique project.
How did Cartier arrive at the
idea of capturing a cloud
inside a glass cube in the middle
of Paris?

Q

Mathilde Laurent: I discovered a high
jewellery collection recently that was
named Cartier Magician, and when I
saw that it made me think: Cartier
really is a magician. Only Cartier, only a
magician, can send you into the
clouds. There is something magical,
there is something ‘above’. Cartier is a
house that is able to have crazy ideas
and to realise them. It’s not only the
idea, it’s also the courage and the
panache to make them real. That is
exactly the story of this cloud.
Le Nuage Parfumé is not about
‘sell sell sell’, and Cartier
doesn’t seem worried by that.

Q

This is why I am so happy and so proud
to be with such a house. I have never
seen that elsewhere: this
consciousness, this idea that it’s not
enough just to sell. We do have to sell,
of course, but if you are only thinking
of how you sell and what you sell and
how much you sell – if you only think
about these ideas – then you will lose
everything one day. This is what I have
learnt with Cartier. Selling is not the only
thing. Thinking about the house, about
art, about ethics, simply thinking about
things: that is much more important.

Photo: Quyen Mike @Cartier

“emotional jolts”, someone who believes
that perfume deserves a place as an
art form and who created this sensorial
installation as a way of arousing
“reflection, debate and curiosity”.

Interview

“Clouds come floating into my life, no longer to carry rain or
usher storm, but to add colour to my sunset sky.”
ǭť4CDKPFTCPCVJ6CIQTGǭ5VTC[$KTFU
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When we decided to create this cloud,
it proved to me that Cartier really is an
incredible house, able to go very far for
the sake of art. Because Cartier knows
that if you don’t take care of your art
then one day… it is exactly the same as
if you don’t take care of your heart. If

you don’t take care of it, then one day
you are going to be without life.
It is as if many brands are losing their
consciousness of what they make and
why. How long are they going to be
able to do that? It is exactly the same

as if you have a boat, and you are
happy to be on the boat but you never
take care of it. One day you are just
going to sink.

Q

So Cartier gives you the time
and space to think?

Photo: Mohéli Rinaldi for Yatzer.com

“In French we say ‘être dans le nuage’.
It means to be lost in your thoughts,
it means you are there but not really.
The cloud was really the symbol of all
these ideas for the fragrance.”
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Yes. I have the space, and I think it is
the duty of a creator to take space and
to think – even when you feel you don’t
have the time. That is what creators
can teach brands. If you consider that
in perfumery so few houses have an
in-house perfumer, then they are
obviously not making that space for
thoughts to come.
It’s my duty as I’m in this house to
always take a higher view, to always
think about what I am doing, why am I
doing it and how.
It was exactly the same idea behind
the launch of L’Envol: The name
(meaning ‘take-off’ or ‘the flight’) was
inspired in part by the idea that
everybody needs to step back from life
sometimes to gain perspective. You
sometimes need to reconsider, to
rethink, to take a moment out of
everyday life to see things clearly. This
was exactly the thinking behind the
fragrance. It was a perfume to help
people to find a way to elevate their
thoughts.

Q

How did the idea of the cloud
occur to you?

It was in fact this idea of L’Envol, the
concept of how you can renew
yourself. This concept was symbolised
by the clouds. In the creation of the
fragrance we were always thinking of
clouds, considering clouds, seeing
clouds, searching for clouds to express
things, to show things.
We recently did a film for the edt
version and we filmed some clouds
and some vapour, and I was really
interested in this idea of being in the
clouds.

“When we decided to create this
cloud, it proved to me that Cartier
really is an incredible house, able
to go very far for the sake of art”
ǭť/CVJKNFG.CWTGPV

+P(TGPEJYGUC[ǡūȍVTGFCPUNG
PWCIGŬǡ+VOGCPUVQDGNQUVKP[QWT
thoughts, it means you are there but
not really. The cloud was really the
symbol of all these ideas for the
fragrance. We discovered Transsolar’s
work on the web, and we contacted
them to ask them if they could work
with us to create a perfumed cloud.
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Interview
You studied science. Did that
help with this installation?

I had to study science to be a
perfumer, in fact. At university I studied
physics, chemistry and quantum
mechanics for nearly five years, and it
was crazy – but very funny and very
elevating. It gave me a lot of
responses, of answers, of insights. It’s
wonderful to have such a scientific
grounding. It allowed me to

understand how the cloud is made –
and it means I am able to
communicate with Transsolar!
&QGUVJCVUEKGPVKƓEITQWPFKPI
make it easier for your mind to
VJGPIQQHHCPFETGCVG!

Q

It is exactly the purpose of all that. It’s
how you get from reality, from concrete
things, to poetry, to creation. To be an
artistic creator, study chemistry!

“It is the duty of a creator to take space
and to think – even when you feel you
ǭť/CVJKNFG.CWTGPV
don’t have the time”
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Léa Vignal-Kenedi on the
art of “showing perfume
in a beautiful way”
C

artier Parfums General Manager
Léa Vignal-Kenedi says that OSNI
stems from the acutely artistic vision
that Cartier has about perfume. “As a
maison de parfum we respect and love
the art of perfumery,” she says.
“This installation is about protecting
and defending that art, making it as
beautiful and emotional as it can be
through the vision of Mathilde Laurent.
Mathilde is very visual and her
imagination, her creativity, is always
boosted by images.
“From the beginning, when we started
to work on L’Envol, these images of
clouds were everywhere. When we
were talking about the fragrance, the
sensation of the perfumed cloud was
there. So the whole thing is very
consistent, from the very beginning of
the creative process to this magical
installation, this experience of the scent.”

It’s a democratic experience too –
Le Nuage Parfumé was open to the
public, not just to invited VIPs. “That
goes with our spirit of generosity, our
desire to show the perfume outside of
the point-of-sale,” says Vignal-Kenedi.
“To be able to experience the fragrance
in another environment – not through
a piece of paper or a spray but
surrounded by the scent. It is
something special that only a maison like
Cartier can offer. Being inside the cube
is being inside Mathilde’s imagination.
“It’s dreaming big, it’s fantastic. It goes
with the desire we have for all of our
perfumes to be experienced in an
immersive way. It’s true to say that
even in the way we think about our

“From the beginning, when we started
to work on L’Envol, these images of
clouds were everywhere. When we
were talking about the fragrance, the
sensation of the perfumed cloud
ǭť.ȘC8KIPCN-GPGFK
was there.”
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merchandising and the way we
present our fragrances, we are working
on new ideas to immerse every single
person in the fragrance they are
experiencing.”
Can a big idea like Le Nuage Parfumé
translate back into a consumer
environment? “Some will be lucky
enough to experience it for themselves,
but for everyone else? There will be other
OSNIs, so we will see,” replies VignalKenedi. “We want to increase the
intensity. It’s a story we want to continue
– it is part of the whole philosophy of
Cartier Parfums. We will look at what
we can do on a small scale as well as
a larger one like Le Nuage Parfumé.

Democracy of desire: Le Nuage Parfumé
was open to the public, not just the elite

Photo: Quyen Mike @Cartier

“Ideally we will do something like this
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once a year. We already have an idea
for the next event, but it’s not concrete
yet. Certainly the aim is for this not to
be a one-shot.”

Photo: Mohéli Rinaldi for Yatzer.com

Photo: ©Isabelle Chapuis

That Cartier justifies investing so much
time and money in an artistic, noncommercial venture makes a strong
statement about the maison’s values,
says Vignal-Kenedi. “I think it’s part of
our duty to defend, promote and show
the art of perfume in a beautiful way.
To forget sometimes about simply the
fact of buying it and using it. It’s not
only in fragrance; in the other Cartier
categories such as high jewellery you
will see the same respect. The same
search for excellence and the desire
to create a connection between a piece
QHCTVCPFCJWOCPDGKPIŬŚ
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Ma tête est dans les
nuages (my head is
in the clouds)
To protect the delicate balance of
the conditions inside the box from
the changeable meteorological conditions
outside, visitors must pass through an antechamber before entering the glass cube
itself, writes Clare Austin.
Once inside, it felt slightly as if I was in
another world. According to Cartier I was:
I had entered the imagination of Mathilde
Laurent. Moving through the cool air I was
encouraged to walk slowly up the stairs to
savour the experience fully. As I entered the
cloud itself, it felt much more intense than I
had expected. I felt enveloped in a fog rather
than the smoky strands visible from outside.
Temporarily my other senses were nullified.
The mist swirled in front of my eyes,
screening out the view of the Seine, the
Palais de Tokyo, the Parisians walking past
through the autumn leaves. Sound became
muffled. I tried to touch the cloud, even to
taste its perfumed wisps, but it felt at once
ethereal, intangible and all-encompassing.
The scent of L’Envol wasn’t overpowering. I
felt bathed in the fragrance as I emerged at
the top of the staircase into the heat and
bright light of a clear autumnal day. Up there
the effect was like being in a sauna as all my
senses burst back into play: the sights of
Paris, the fragrance, the quiet calm of the
cube, the all-pervading warmth. I wanted to
stay cocooned in its fragrant embrace.
As a way of experiencing perfume, it’s the
antithesis of a spritz on a paper stick.
Cartier, driven by Laurent’s passion and
skill, has taken what could have been the
oppressive weight of a heritage brand and
given it a new lightness of being. With an
intoxicating blend of tradition, artistic
freedom and influence as a global name,
when it comes to Cartier’s fragrant future,
it would seem the sky – clouds and all –
holds no limit.
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Photo: Shini Park for ParkandCube.com

“To be an artistic creator, study chemistry!” ǭť/CVJKNFG.CWTGPV
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Photo: ©Isabelle Chapuis

“It’s a story we want to continue – it is part of the
ǭť.ȘC8KIPCN-GPGFK
whole philosophy of Cartier Parfums”
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“It’s part of our duty to defend,
promote and show the art of
perfume in a beautiful way”
ǭť.ȘC8KIPCN-GPGFK
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“It’s dreaming big, it’s fantastic. It
goes with the desire we have for all of
our perfumes to be experienced in an
ǭť.ȘC8KIPCN-GPGFK
immersive way.”
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